AcceptEmail opens for business in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland
AcceptEmail has opened a new office in Germany. With this step
the company is increasing its footprint across Europe.
AcceptEmail is the creator of dynamic email and mobile billing solutions that help people pay
their household bills on the go in less than 30 seconds. Companies that send AcceptEmails
experience up to 50% quicker payments, 70% lower billing and reminder costs, and 20%
improved customer satisfaction (net promoter scores). The company is the market leader for
consumer remittances in Western Europe, with customers as T-Mobile, Vodafone, Telefónica
Germany, Santander, ING, OTTO, RWE, BMW, GFKL and many more. Johan Zevenhuizen is
responsible for driving strategic business deals and partnerships across various industries in
DACH.

Pay your household bills on the go in less than 30 seconds."
— Johan Zevenhuizen, Country Manager AcceptEmail DACH

“There are many ways to pay your bills for home utilities, phone subscriptions or rent but most
of them are too much hassle for customers. Click-through rates on notification mails are low
and paper bills become less popular. Results show that people who receive AcceptEmails pay
their bills up to 50% faster because all possible hurdles are removed. One click to initiate the
payment and the bill is paid with real-time payment updates right there in the email.
AcceptEmail makes paying bills easier, so companies get paid twice as fast.” Johan Zevenhuizen
said.
AcceptEmail supports various payment methods such as credit cards (Visa, Mastercard, Amex),
debit cards (V Pay, Maestro) and e-payment systems, such as giropay, PayPal, SOFORT, etc. The
Software-as-a-Service has integrated with over 110 payment service providers (PSPs) / payment
gateways, including Wirecard, Worldline and EVO.

ABOUT ACCEPTEMAIL

AcceptEmail is theeasiest way to receive and pay bills and reminders for consumers and SMEs.Rather than a
notification to log in to a biller portal, customers receivereal-time payment requests via various messaging
solutions: email, mobile, QRor social media. In a few clicks, bills can be paid directly from the inbox,using online or
mobile payment methods. No manual data (re)entry is involved,and the customer does not need to register or login. Customers experience moreconvenience, with fewer steps to take and with real-time updates that show the
current status of the bill in the message itself.
AcceptEmail is the market leader for consumer remittances in Western Europe, serving approximately 600
clients. IntelligentHQ.com named the company one of Europe’s 50 Hottest FinTech Companies in 2014.
Headquartered in Amsterdam, AcceptEmail has offices in Belgium, Germany, the UK, and New York.
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